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Q.  Please state your name and business address. 1 

A.  My name is Philip Rukosuev, and my business address is 527 E. Capitol Avenue, 2 

Springfield, Illinois 62701. 3 

 4 

Q.  Are you the same Philip Rukosuev that previously filed testimony in this 5 

proceeding? 6 

A.  Yes, I am.  I provided corrected direct testimony in this case as ICC Staff Exhibit 7 

1.0C, filed on e-Docket on October 23, 2013. 8 

 9 

Q.  What issues do you address in your rebuttal testimony? 10 

A.  I respond to testimony from Ameren Illinois Company (“Ameren,” “AIC” or the 11 

“Company”) witnesses Mr. Schonhoff and Mr. Jones for revenue-neutral tariff 12 

changes related to cost-of-service. My testimony provides the Commission with 13 

recommendations with respect to the cost of service issues in this proceeding. 14 

 15 

Q.  Are you sponsoring any schedules or attachments with your testimony?  16 

A.  No. 17 

 18 

Q.  Please summarize the conclusions in your rebuttal testimony. 19 

A.  Based upon my review of AIC’s rebuttal and intervenor direct testimony, I 20 

conclude as follows: 21 
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1. With respect to the functionalization of overhead lines, I accept the 22 

Company’s proposal since AIC provided more information to satisfy my 23 

initial concerns expressed in my direct testimony. 24 

2. Regarding the allocation of a portion of the Electric Distribution Tax 25 

(“EDT”) to the reconciliation amount, I recommended in my direct 26 

testimony that the Commission reject AIC’s proposal and maintain the 27 

current methodology. AIC witness Jones continues to recommend not 28 

allocating any of the reconciliation amounts to the EDT. However, he 29 

failed to rebut the issues I pointed out in my direct testimony.  Specifically, 30 

that the true-up reconciliation includes a true-up of differences in the EDT 31 

and thus, it is appropriate to continue allocating a portion of the 32 

reconciliation to the EDT. Therefore, I continue to recommend that the 33 

Commission maintain AIC’s current methodology, which is allocating a 34 

portion of the reconciliation amount to the EDT. 35 

3. While I recommend that the Commission approve AIC’s proposal to move 36 

the DS-4 class closer to cost by using a three-tier revenue allocation 37 

methodology, following my review of IIEC witness Stephens’s direct 38 

testimony on the issue, I recommend that the Commission accept IIEC’s 39 

modified two-tier revenue allocation methodology in order to avoid 40 

significantly higher bill impacts on the High Voltage and 100 kV and Above 41 

sub-class customers. 42 

4. I continue to object to AIC’s proposal to once again utilize the NCP 43 

allocator to allocate primary lines. The manner in which AIC proposes to 44 
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apply NCP has nothing to do with cost causation as it is derived from 45 

artificial load diversity that creates illogical results. 46 

 47 

I. FUNCTIONALIZATION OF OVERHEAD LINES 48 

Q. Has AIC provided new information as requested by you in direct testimony 49 

to substantiate the reason for the changes to the functionalization of 50 

overhead lines? 51 

A. Yes. In direct testimony, I took issue with the Company’s proposal but requested 52 

AIC provide more information to satisfy some of the concerns I had with the 53 

proposed changes. (Staff Ex. 1.0C, 7:139-10:206.) AIC provided this information 54 

in its rebuttal testimony. (AIC Exhibit 5.0 at 3-9.) 55 

 56 

Q. What is your conclusion with respect to AIC’s proposal after reviewing the 57 

new information? 58 

A. My conclusion is that AIC witness Schonhoff provided sufficient justification to 59 

substantiate the reason for the changes to the functionalization of overhead lines. 60 

(See AIC Exhibit 5.0 at 3-9.) The information provided by AIC indicates that the 61 

new method will benefit either AIC or its customers down the line.  Therefore, I 62 

conclude that AIC’s decision to propose a method that provides for a better 63 

functionalization of costs should be approved by the Commission.  64 

 65 

II. ALLOCATION OF A PORTION OF THE EDT TO THE RECONCILIATION 66 

AMOUNT 67 
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Q. Has AIC provided any further justification in its rebuttal testimony 68 

regarding its proposal to stop allocating a portion of the reconciliation 69 

amount to the EDT? 70 

A. No. In direct testimony, I recommended the Commission reject AIC’s proposal 71 

and maintain the current methodology (Staff Ex. 1.0C at 22-23.) AIC witness 72 

Jones disagrees with my position and continues to recommend not allocating any 73 

of the reconciliation amounts to the EDT. (AIC Exhibit 4.0 at 4-6.) However, he 74 

failed to rebut my earlier arguments that the true-up reconciliation includes a 75 

true-up of differences in the EDT and thus, it is wholly appropriate to continue 76 

allocating a portion of the reconciliation amount to the EDT. Therefore, I 77 

recommend the Commission maintain AIC’s current methodology, which is 78 

allocating a portion of the reconciliation amount to the EDT. 79 

 80 

III. REVENUE ALLOCATION RELATED TO MOVING THE DS-4 CLASS CLOSER 81 

TO COST 82 

Q.  Why are you addressing this issue in your rebuttal testimony given that 83 

you recommended the Commission approve AIC’s proposal to move the 84 

DS-4 class closer to cost by utilizing a three-tier revenue allocation 85 

methodology?  86 

A. In my direct testimony, I did not take issue with the Company’s proposed revenue 87 

allocation methodology outlined in Ameren Exhibit 1.0, pages 10-17. In fact, 88 

following my review of AIC’s analysis on the issue, I understood that AIC was 89 

attempting to move the DS-4 class closer to cost while bearing cost of service 90 
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and rate mitigation principles in mind,1 given the slow movement towards cost-91 

based rates for the DS-4 class to date as evident since Docket Nos. 09-0306 92 

though 09-0311 (Cons.) (“09-0306 Docket”). (Staff Ex. 1.0C at 14-15.) While not 93 

ideal, I reviewed the concept underlying AIC's method and found it reasonable. 94 

Id. Specifically, AIC proposed that the impact moderation constraint would be 95 

changed (from the constraint2 approved in the 09-0306 Docket to the greater of: 96 

1) 0.05 ¢/kWh; 97 
2) 10%; or 98 
3) a constraint multiple of the system average increase based on a sliding 99 
scale starting at 1.5 times system increase for overall increases less than 100 
10%, and reduced by 0.0125 for each percentage point of average system 101 
increase greater than 10%, but not less than a factor of 1.0.  102 

 103 
(AIC Ex. 1.0 at 14.) 104 

 105 
 However, in response to Ameren’s Data Request 6.01 to Staff, I responded that 106 

while “Staff agrees that the Company’s proposed revenue allocation 107 

methodology pertains to all rate classes and not just DS-4[,] Staff is, however, 108 

closely evaluating the testimony of IIEC witness Stephens regarding the 109 

proposed revenue allocation methodology.” Staff Response to AIC DR 6.01. 110 

 111 

Q.  After reviewing IIEC witness Stephens’s direct testimony on revenue 112 

allocation issues, have you found anything that made you question the 113 

integrity of your initial recommendation?  114 

                                            
1
 The detailed methodology with respect to achieving movement closer to cost is outlined in Ameren 

Exhibit 1.1. 
2
 In the 09-0306 Docket, the Commission adopted the proposal of IIEC and directed that no class or sub-

class should receive an increase in delivery service charges greater than 1.5 times the system average 
increase. This approved moderation proposal has been applied by Ameren and the Commission to date. 
This is comparable to Mr. Jones’ third criterion above. 
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A. Yes. Despite my initial recommendation, I realized that Mr. Stephens brought up 115 

certain points that have caused me to re-evaluate my recommendation with 116 

respect to AIC’s revenue allocation proposal. Specifically, Mr. Stephens brought 117 

up two very important points: 118 

1. The impacts on the High Voltage and 100 kV and Above sub-class 119 

customers are much greater than on the lower voltage sub-class 120 

customers, anywhere from 29% to 306%. (IIEC Ex. 1.0, 18-19.) 121 

2. Mr. Stephens correctly points out that AIC presents bill impacts that 122 

combine delivery service, cost of power supply, and transmission service. 123 

By doing so, AIC’s original bill impact analysis shows a smaller impact 124 

than it would if the cost of power supply or any other energy or commodity 125 

supply or transmission costs in such an analysis would be excluded, as 126 

they are not relevant to electric delivery service charges. Furthermore, 127 

Ameren does not provide the electricity distribution supply for the vast 128 

majority of DS-4 customers, as well as many DS-3 customers. (IIEC Ex. 129 

1.0, 20.) 130 

  131 

  Mr. Stephens’s first point largely speaks for itself.  With respect to his 132 

second point, I must agree that the regulated delivery service rates that Ameren 133 

proposes must be considered on their own, and should not be combined with 134 
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costs of other commodities3 or services when determining whether rate impacts 135 

are reasonable. Id. at 21. 136 

 137 

Q.  How does this consideration change your initial recommendation that the 138 

Commission accept AIC’s three-prong revenue allocation methodology?  139 

A. After reviewing the additional information presented by IIEC witness Stephens, I 140 

modify my initial recommendation by eliminating the first prong of AIC’s proposal, 141 

which causes the three-tiered approach to be converted into a two-tiered 142 

approach as follows: AIC’s proposed impact mitigation constraint would be 143 

changed to the greater of: 144 

1. 10%; or 145 
2. a constraint multiple of the system average increase based on a sliding 146 

scale starting at 1.5 times system increase for overall increases less than 147 
10%, and reduced by 0.0125 for each percentage point of average system 148 
increase greater than 10%, but not less than a factor of 1.0. 149 
 150 

 As correctly pointed out by IIEC, by considering the supply charge, AIC witness 151 

Mr. Jones focuses on the incorrect percent impact figure, whereas in reality, a 152 

wholly different percent (somewhere in excess of 100% change in delivery 153 

service bill) will be set in motion. (See IIEC Ex. 1.0 at 22.)  The result of this 154 

increase is indeed well in excess of that percentage previously deemed 155 

acceptable by the Commission for this sub-class. Accordingly, this particular 156 

criterion should be rejected, as advocated by the IIEC. 157 

 158 

                                            
3
 The Commission previously disallowed inclusion of commodity costs in the rate impact analysis into 

account in determining the proper rate moderation approach, which remains in place today. 
(See AmerenCILCO, et al., ICC Docket Nos. 09-0306 through 09-0311 (Cons.), 291-293 (April 29, 2010).) 
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 However, AIC’s other two criteria, as presented above, remain reasonable to 159 

allow sufficient movement of the DS-4 class toward cost of service. In the event 160 

that AIC disagrees with the application of the two criteria outlined above, I would 161 

recommend that the Commission modify the values, e.g., 10% or 1.5 times, as 162 

proposed by IIEC witness Stephens, IIEC Ex. 1.0 at 23, “rather than try to 163 

introduce a third, constraint, which is poorly conceived and which does not 164 

provide adequate moderation.” Id. 165 

 166 

IV. PRIMARY LINES ALLOCATOR 167 

Q. How does Ameren witness Schonhoff respond to your proposal that 168 

primary lines should continue to be allocated according to coincident 169 

peaks (“CP”)? 170 

A. Mr. Schonhoff disagrees with my proposal and believes it is misplaced with 171 

respect to a few critical issues, which include: (1) significant under- allocation of 172 

costs to the DS-5 class; (2) significant under-allocation of costs to the DS-6 173 

class; and (3) conflict with national industry practices. (Ameren Ex. 5.0 at 10.)  174 

 175 

Mr. Schonhoff also considers it a problem that I did not address Ameren’s 176 

response to a Staff DR PR 1.07, in which Ameren provided a page from the 177 

Electric Utility cost Allocation Manual prepared by the National Association of 178 

Regulatory Utility Commissioners (“NARUC”) which discusses that non-179 

coincident peaks (“NCP”) are apparently generally used to allocate demand-180 

related distribution plan. 181 
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 182 

Q. Generally speaking, how do you respond to Mr. Schonhoff’s arguments? 183 

A. In my opinion, much of Mr. Schonhoff’s rebuttal testimony with respect to this 184 

issue tends to confuse rather than to clarify. The issues regarding NCP vs. CP 185 

involve technical details, requiring detailed review of many aspects of the 186 

ECOSS. Therefore, my main goal in this rebuttal testimony is simply to clarify 187 

issues. 188 

 189 

 Although Mr. Schonhoff presents refined technical arguments to argue for 190 

reversing course with respect to the current CP method and using the NCP 191 

method instead, his arguments, from a cost standpoint, are not convincing. The 192 

fundamental issue here concerns which approach more accurately reflects cost 193 

causation. On that issue, Mr. Schonhoff argues that the 1 NCP method (simply 194 

“NCP”), which is one of many system-wide demand allocation factors (1 CP, 12 195 

CP, 1 NCP, 12 NCP, Sigma NCP, etc.), is more appropriate. (Ameren Ex. 5.0 at 196 

13.) Mr. Schonhoff claims that Staff’s recommendation to continue using the 1 197 

CP method (simply “CP”), which he believes lies on one of the “extreme ends of 198 

the spectrum” (Ameren Ex. 5.0 at 14), is somehow less suitable than the NCP 199 

method.  200 

 201 

Mr. Schonhoff claims that Staff’s proposed CP allocator should be rejected 202 

because it is based on an unsupported assertion. Mr. Schonhoff is not correct 203 

and in my rebuttal testimony, I will again clarify and explain why coincident peaks 204 
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provide the most reasonable basis for allocating these costs. An allocator is 205 

chosen for any set of costs because it presents the more reasonable explanation 206 

for how those costs are caused by rate classes. Mr. Schonhoff, for his part, 207 

muddies the waters and does not provide sufficient cost justification for the 208 

Company’s proposal. 209 

 210 

A. ISSUES RELATED TO THE STREET LIGHTING RATE CLASS (DS-5) 211 

 212 
Q. How do you respond to Mr. Schonhoff’s argument that Staff’s proposal to 213 

maintain the current CP allocation method will cause a significant under- 214 

allocation of costs to the DS-5 class, thereby adversely and inappropriately 215 

affecting the other classes? (See Ameren Ex. 5.0 at 14-15.) 216 

A. Mr. Schonhoff’s arguments are erroneous for several reasons. Mr. Schonhoff’s 217 

attacks my position with respect to the lighting class alleging that my proposed 218 

approach under-allocates costs to this class. To be clear, I focus on the lighting 219 

class because it illustrates the shortcomings of using an NCP allocator for these 220 

costs. It is important to note that it was established in the previous case, the 09-221 

0306 Docket, that individual substations and primary lines are not constructed to 222 

serve customers within any single class, but rather to serve customers from 223 

numerous classes. (AmerenCILCO, et al., ICC Docket Nos. 09-0306 through 09-224 

0311 (Cons.), 237 (April 29, 2010).) 225 

 226 

 This means that a substation or primary line is not sized to meet the demands of 227 

any single class, but rather the collective demands of customers from numerous 228 
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classes. While it is correct that the previous case, the 09-0306 Docket, 229 

addressed both substations and primary lines with respect to this issue, what the 230 

Commission concluded in that case remains relevant to cases involving primary 231 

lines but not substations as well. 232 

 233 

 As a general rule, distribution facilities are sized to meet summer, rather than 234 

winter demands. This indicates that demands for primary lines are more likely to 235 

coincide with system peak demands (summer peak demands),4 than with the 236 

demands of individual rate classes, such as lighting customers, which occur 237 

during off-peak periods. 238 

 239 

 The lighting class provides a useful example of the issue because its peak 240 

demands generally do not coincide with peak demands for the system as a 241 

whole. It would be reasonable to assume that the peak demands for the lighting 242 

class do not play the same role in shaping primary line investments as the 243 

collective demands for all classes at the time of system peak demands. Thus, CP 244 

demands, rather than NCP demands, provide the most reasonable basis for 245 

allocating these costs. 246 

 247 

                                            
4
 The highest annual peak in any rate zone from 2001 through 2011 occurred on July 21, 2011 when the 

average daily temperature was 89 degrees Fahrenheit for the Marion weather station. During this eleven 
year period, the previous four high annual coincidental peaks and corresponding highest average daily 
temperatures of any of the four weather stations occurred August 7, 2007 at 88.0 degrees, July 31, 2006 
at 87.5 degrees, July 25, 2005 at 88.5 degrees, and August 3, 2010 at 89.5 degrees. This historic data 
shows that relief to distribution facility capacity becomes necessary at about to 88 to 89 degrees average 
daily temperature. (GFA Exhibit 1.0C, p. 15; see also GFA Exhibit 1.4.) 
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Q. Would you further clarify this explanation? 248 

A. When the system is peaking, lighting demands are low because the lighting class 249 

does not peak until evening hours. In other words, lighting customers use less 250 

when capacity is tight and more when spare capacity is available.  This is a clear 251 

benefit to the system from a cost standpoint. Nevertheless, these benefits are not 252 

recognized in AIC’s allocation methodology for distribution primary lines.  AIC 253 

proposes to allocate these costs according to the NCP, which uses the peak 254 

demand for each class regardless of when it occurs. So the lighting class 255 

receives no credit in the ECOSS for its off-peak demands, despite the benefits to 256 

the system that result. AIC should allocate primary lines by class contributions to 257 

coincident peak demands. This would recognize that the size of these facilities is 258 

more clearly driven by system peak demands than by the demands of individual 259 

rate classes. 260 

 261 

Q. On page 12 of his testimony, Mr. Schonhoff provides an example of the 262 

concept of load diversity in an attempt to show that because the combined 263 

system level load diversity allows the system to be designed for a lower 264 

peak than the sum of the individual circuits, the NCP method, by 265 

recognizing such load diversity, is “fairer” than the CP method. (Ameren 266 

Ex. 5.0 at 12.) Can you address this attempt? 267 

A. Yes.  The problem with giving credit for artificial, within-class diversity in the NCP 268 

calculation, as Mr. Schonhoff does, is that such diversity provides no benefit at all 269 

in terms of building the distribution system.  Regardless of whether the two 270 
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ratepayers are day time users, or whether one is a night user and the other is a 271 

day user, the amount of distribution lines required to serve them remains the 272 

same.  I’ll give you an example to illustrate my point. 273 

 274 

 Let’s assume that a rate class has two ratepayers, one in area A and one in area 275 

B. The NCP is computed by adding the billing load of the ratepayers in A and B, 276 

and then computing the maximum load after computing the sum.  AIC’s proposed 277 

NCP approach assumes that this NCP load drives the amount of lines and poles 278 

investments for the class.  It is obvious that the ratepayer in A has nothing to do 279 

with lines built in B, and the ratepayer in B has nothing to do with lines built in A.   280 

 Further assume that the ratepayer in A uses almost all of its electricity during the 281 

morning, while the ratepayer in B uses almost all of its electricity during the 282 

evening. Assume that each ratepayer has the same peak load.  In this scenario, 283 

the load of ratepayer in A is assumed to offset the load of the ratepayer in B.   284 

 285 

 Now, assume that the customer in area A and the customer in area B use same 286 

amount of power, but they used it at the same time, i.e. during daylight hours. In 287 

that case, the NCP for their rate class would be double what it would be under 288 

the former scenario, but it would not require the distribution system to be built 289 

differently because the two customers are in different areas.  290 

 291 

Q. Can you provide a more comprehensive example to illustrate the problem 292 

with giving credit for artificial, within-class diversity in the NCP? 293 
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A. Yes. The example provided below consists of three parts: (1) A definition of 294 

Coincident Factor and Diversity Factor; (2) Issues related to CP versus NCP; and 295 

(3) the Number of Consumers in a Customer Class. 296 

 297 

 Definition of Coincident Factor and Diversity Factor - One can compute the 298 

coincident factor for a customer class as the coincident peak demand divided by 299 

the sum of individual peak demands of the class (this is not the within-class 300 

diversity discussed below).  301 

 302 
Coincidence Factor = CP Demand/Sum of Individual Peak Demand 303 

 304 

 Since the coincident peak must be less than or equal to the sum of individual 305 

demands, the  coincident  peak  factor  must  always  be  less  than  or  equal  to  306 

1.0. The diversity factor measures how much the difference between the 307 

coincident demand and the sum of individual demands can be defined as one 308 

divided by the coincidence factor.  Calculation of diversity using a very simple 309 

example is illustrated in the table below.  310 

Calculation of Diversity Factor 

 Customer 1 Customer 2 Customer 3 Total Load 

Winter Load 100 0 0 100 

Peak Load Hour 50 100 60 210 

Fall Load 0 0 100 100 

Maximum Individual Demand   300 

Coincident Peak Demand    210 

Coincident Factor    70% 

Diversity Factor    1.43 

 311 
 312 
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However, instead of computing  diversity  with  respect  to  the  coincident  peak  313 

load  through  dividing  maximum  customer load by the coincident peak load for 314 

all customers, one could also compute diversity with respect to non-coincident 315 

load. Because of diversity among customers in a class, the non-coincident peak 316 

load for a class is always less than or equal to maximum individual demand. This 317 

within-class diversity involves computing individual peak demands of the class 318 

relative to the class peak load that is not placed on distribution equipment as 319 

illustrated in the equations below.  320 

 321 
Within-Class Coincidence Factor = Class Peak Demand/Sum of Individual Peak 322 

Demand 323 
 324 
 325 

Within-Class Diversity = 1/Within Class Coincidence Factor 326 
 327 

 328 
Within-class diversity is different than diversity relative to the entire system-wide 329 

coincident peak load discussed above.  For customer classes that have a lot of 330 

diversity within the class (e.g., swimming pool, football stadium, car wash, a 331 

university, a mall, etc.), the non-coincident peak is low compared to the maximum 332 

system demand and it can be as low as the coincident peak demand.  For this 333 

type of customer class, the within-class diversity is high.  334 

 335 

On the other hand, for customer classes where all consumers have similar load 336 

profiles, for example, such as lighting class customers (DS-5), the non-coincident 337 

peak will be similar to the maximum individual class peak.  In this case, the within-338 

class diversity is low.  Differences between the three types of load definition are 339 
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illustrated on the table below: 340 

 341 
Diverse Customer Class 

     

 Ski Slope Swimming Pool Stadium Total for Class 
Winter Load 100 20 50  
Peak Load Hour 10 100 30  
Fall Load 30 30 150  
     
Maximum Individual Demand    350 
Coincident Peak Demand    140 
Non-Coincident Peak Demand    210 
     
Coincidence Factor - Coincident Peak    40% 
Diversity Factor - Coincident Peak    2.50 
     

Coincidence Factor - Non-coincident Peak    60% 
Within Class Diversity    1.67 
 
     

Non-Diverse Customer Class 

     

 Lighting 1 Lighting 2 Lighting  3 Total for Class 
Winter Load 100 100 100  
Peak Load Hour 5 10 5  
Fall Load 100 100 100  
     
Maximum Individual Demand    300 
Coincident Peak Demand    20 
Non-Coincident Peak Demand    300 
     
Coincidence Factor - Coincident Peak    7% 
Diversity Factor - Coincident Peak    15.00 
     

Coincidence Factor - Non-coincident Peak    100% 
Within Class Diversity    1.00 

 342 
 343 
There are problems with use of non-coincident peak to allocate distribution costs.  344 

First, non-coincident peak has nothing to do with regional peak demands and is 345 

measured on a system-wide basis just as is the case for coincident peak.  346 

Second, and more importantly,  the  within-class  diversity  that  is  so  beneficial  347 

to  certain  classes  in  measuring  NCP  has nothing  whatsoever  to  do  with  348 
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cost causation. In the example above, the within class diversity for the first 349 

customer class is high, but for the second it is low. Using the NCP approach, the 350 

amount  of  electricity actually delivered over the lines does not depend upon 351 

which class the ratepayer creating the load is in and the fact is the size of  the  352 

equipment  must  be  the  same  no  matter  how  different  customer  classes are 353 

designed.  This point alone proves that NCP is an inappropriate basis for 354 

allocating costs. 355 

 356 

Q. To summarize, please explain why the NCP method is unfair to street 357 

lighting consumers?  358 

A. There is virtually no within-class diversity in the lighting class, because street 359 

lights turn on when it gets dark, regardless of which circuit they are on.  They 360 

also turn off when the sun rises, which occurs regardless of which circuit they are 361 

on.  The lack of within-class diversity does not mean that street lights are more 362 

costly to serve.  In real world configurations, the same lines are used for street 363 

light consumers, residential consumers, small business consumers and large 364 

business consumers within a relatively small region.  The requirement for primary 365 

distribution equipment is driven by the maximum load for the region, not by the 366 

maximum load for one widely distributed class. At the time of maximum load, 367 

lines can become overheated, line losses are highest and the risk of breakdown 368 

is greatest.  The benefit provided by diversity in load depends on how different 369 

consumers within the region contribute to the peak load of the region, not how 370 

different consumers contribute to the peak load of their rate class.   371 
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 372 

 In this case, AIC ignores the fact that street lights do not cause AIC to incur 373 

distribution system expansion costs because street lights do not use electricity at 374 

peak load times.5 This is because load that does not occur during the system 375 

peak, when the distribution system is stressed, does not cause the company to 376 

incur costs for primary equipment.  As a result, relatively little distribution 377 

equipment should be allocated to street lights. If the non-coincident peak were 378 

used instead of the coincident peak, the cost allocated to the street lighting class 379 

would be increased. Costs should be allocated according to what causes the 380 

costs to occur (cost-causation principle).  The issue of coincident versus non-381 

coincident peak does not make much of a difference for most classes, but it 382 

drastically overstates costs for the street lighting class. 383 

 384 

B. ISSUES RELATED TO THE NEW TEMPERATURE SENSITIVE DELIVERY 385 

SERVICE RATE CLASS (DS-6) 386 

 387 
Q. What are Mr. Schonhoff’s concerns with respect to the DS-6 class?  388 

A. Mr. Schonhoff argues that under the current CP methodology approved by the 389 

Commission in the 09-0306 Docket and endorsed by Staff, the DS-6 rate class 390 

would receive cost allocations of the primary distribution system that are far too 391 

low. (Ameren Ex. 5.0 at 15.) Specifically, Mr. Schonhoff argues that because the 392 

DS-6 rate class imposes large demands on the primary distribution system 393 

                                            
5
 Because the street lighting class does not use power during peak times (see GFA Exhibit 1.4.), i.e. hot 

summer afternoons, it provides the true diversity benefits that matter and that are not available from any 
other class. 
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during the off-peak fall period, the NCP method more appropriately recognizes 394 

this fact and therefore it is more appropriate to allocate costs of primary 395 

distribution lines using the NCP method. Id. at 16. 396 

 397 

Q. How do you respond to these arguments?  398 

A. I disagree with Mr. Schonhoff. First, this is a situation similar to the street lighting 399 

(DS-5) rate class issue, to the extent that demands by the DS-6 rate class6 take 400 

place during fall off-peak periods, DS-6 rate class's contribution to the need for 401 

investments in primary lines and substations will be reduced. This off-peak usage 402 

should be rewarded, not punished, which would be the case under the CP, but 403 

not the NCP allocator.  To the extent that demands by certain customer groups, 404 

such as the DS-6 rate class, are shifted to fall non-peak periods, that will reduce 405 

the size of facilities necessary to serve customer loads and lower system costs 406 

accordingly. The Company’s proposed NCP allocator would not recognize the 407 

benefits to the system of using more energy during off-peak periods. 408 

 409 

 In fact, the point regarding reduced investments in primary lines is also correctly 410 

recognized by GFA witness Mr. Adkisson as follows: 411 

 412 
Q. With clarifications or modifications to the proposed DS-6 413 
rate, do you see potential system benefits for all customers 414 
classes from a temperature sensitive rate? 415 
A. Yes, customers who curtail electric usage at times of 416 
utility distribution system peak loading help to reduce longer 417 
term utility investment costs and can lower cost of service 418 
and rates to all customers. 419 

                                            
6
 DS-6 is comprised of former DS-3 and DS-4 customers. 
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 420 
 (GFA Ex. 1.0C at 4-5.) 421 
 422 
 Secondly, Mr. Schonhoff’s arguments that the creation of the new DS-6 rate 423 

class (for grain dryers) supports using the NCP allocator need to be scrutinized. 424 

In the prior rate case, the 09-0306 Docket, Staff was not persuaded by AIC's 425 

example using grain drying customers as support for the NCP approach. 426 

Specifically, AIC argued (and still does) that a single CP allocator would fail to 427 

recognize certain elements related to this class of customers. In that case, it was 428 

not clear why AIC was focusing on cost allocations to grain dryers even though 429 

these customers did not constitute a separate class for allocating the cost of 430 

service. Instead, they constitute subclasses of the DS-3 and DS-4 classes and 431 

received cost allocations in conjunction with all other customers within their class. 432 

 433 

 In the current case, since AIC proposed a new DS-6 rate class, which would be 434 

comprised of former DS-3 and DS-4 customers, AIC argues that Staff’s past 435 

arguments with respect to this issue now fail. However, this is not so. 436 

 437 

Q. Why is Staff still not persuaded that the NCP allocator is appropriate given 438 

the creation of the new DS-6 rate class?  439 

A. The fact is that it is simply not known how many customers will be included in this 440 

new rate class. In direct testimony, the GFA demonstrated the need to continue 441 

to phase-out, but retain the Rate Limiter for DS-3 and DS-4 rates at reasonable 442 

levels to prevent rate shock of over 100% to some GFAI members, and also 443 

demonstrated why the proposed DS-6 temperature sensitive rate was 444 
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unworkable in the then proposed form and how it can be made workable with 445 

clarifications and/or modifications. (GFA Ex. 1.0C at 2.)  The GFA expressed 446 

concern that, as originally proposed, the DS-6 rate was not a good alternative for 447 

customers, and stated that it is highly unlikely that any customer will elect the 448 

DS-6 temperature sensitive rate option due to certain unfavorable effects it may 449 

have on customers. Id., 4. 450 

 451 

 Since GFA’s direct testimony was filed, it appears that the Company and the 452 

GFA reached an understanding in which the rate limiter credits will be reduced in 453 

each of the next three rate years until eliminated, such that it achieves a good 454 

balance between incentives to curtail on-peak summer use relative to penalties 455 

for failure to curtail. (See Response to AIC-GFAI 4.01 at 1; GFA Ex. 1.0C at 5.) In 456 

other words, the Company proposed to eliminate the rate limiter since the new 457 

DS-6 rate class would be in place.  However, because there is no guarantee that 458 

the DS-6 rate class will be favorable to GFA customers, the GFA negotiated to 459 

slowly phase-out the DS-3 and DS-4 limiter in the next three years, before the 460 

next rate design investigation case, so they can slowly evaluate the new DS-6 461 

rate class and decide whether or not its customers will want to switch to this new 462 

rate class. In fact, there is no guarantee that GFA customers will elect to switch 463 

into the new rate class, as evident by the following: 464 

Q. Are GFAI members potential participants under the 465 
proposed DS-6 rate? 466 
A. Yes, potentially, but only if the DS-6 rate is modified. 467 

 468 
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 Id. at 5 (emphasis added). This means one simple thing: GFA customers that 469 

presently take service on a DS-3 or DS-4 rate class do not have an immediate 470 

incentive to move onto the new DS-6 rate class, as they have approximately 471 

three years to make the switch. This weakens AIC’s argument that the NCP 472 

allocator is the better allocator for its ECOSS due to the creation of this new rate 473 

class. 474 

 475 

C. CONFLICT WITH NATIONAL INDUSTRY PRACTICES 476 

 477 
Q. Mr. Schonhoff argues that the CP method conflicts with the way other 478 

utilities in other jurisdictions allocate costs in ECOSS. How do you 479 

respond?  480 

A. Regardless of how utilities in other jurisdictions might allocate costs, the 481 

Commission should adopt the cost allocation methods that it finds best reflect 482 

cost causation based on the evidence and arguments present in each case. As I 483 

have explained, the evidence in this case shows that using a CP allocator for 484 

primary distribution lines better reflects cost causation than does using an NCP 485 

allocator.  This is also consistent with the Commission’s conclusions regarding 486 

AIC’s ECOSS in the 09-0306 Docket based on the evidence presented in that 487 

case. 488 

D. CONFLICT WITH NARUC’S COST ALLOCATION MANUAL 489 

 490 
Q. Please comment on the final point made by Mr. Schonhoff relating to a 491 

paragraph in the NARUC Cost Allocation Manual (Ameren Ex. 5.0 at 17-18.) 492 
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A. In response to Staff Data Request PR 1.07, Mr. Schonhoff refers to page 97 in a 493 

document named the “NARUC Cost Allocation Manual” (“NARUC Manual” or 494 

“Manual”). This document, dated January 1992, supposedly supports use of the 495 

NCP demand to allocate primary line costs.  496 

 497 

 This reference to page 97 of the Manual is an incomplete and distorted 498 

representation of discussion in the NARUC Manual. It must be noted that the 499 

introduction to the NARUC Manual states that its objectives were to be 500 

comprehensive and also “simple enough to be used as a primer” and to “be non-501 

judgmental; not advocating any one particular method but trying to include all 502 

currently used methods with pros and cons.” (NARUC Manual at ii. (emphasis 503 

added).)  In terms of the information presented in the document itself, I note that 504 

the manual states individual customer demands as well as non-coincident 505 

demand are normally used in cost allocation.  506 

 Distribution substations are designed to meet the 507 
maximum load from the distribution feeders 508 
emanating from the substation. Similarly, when 509 
designing primary and secondary distribution feeders, 510 
the distribution engineer ensures that sufficient 511 
conductor and transformer capacity is available to 512 
meet the customer’s loads at the primary- and 513 
secondary distribution service levels. … 514 
Consequently, customer-class non coincident 515 
demands (NCPs) and individual customer maximum 516 
demands are the load characteristics that are 517 
normally used to allocate the demand component of 518 
distribution facilities. … The load diversity at 519 
distribution substations and primary feeders is usually 520 
high. For this reason, customer class peaks are 521 
normally used for the allocation of these facilities. 522 

 523 
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 (Id. at 96, 97 (emphasis added).) The statement does not say that the NCP 524 

allocation method is either justified or fair. Nor does the manual give an 525 

explanation of why either non-coincident peaks or individual class peaks are 526 

appropriate or logical. Later in the paragraph, the authors state that customer-527 

class peaks are normally used, without stating whether the customer-class peaks 528 

are coincident peak, non-coincident peak, or maximum class loads. Id.  529 

 530 

 Moreover, when reading other statements in the NARUC Manual, one can find 531 

support for allocating distribution costs on the basis of energy usage and other 532 

policies that would almost certainly not be supported by AIC. More importantly, 533 

the manual discusses an allocation policy that is more complex, but very similar 534 

to allocation on the basis of CP load. 535 

 536 

Q. Does the Manual provide any additional relevant and meaningful 537 

information? 538 

A. Yes. A couple paragraphs (not included by Ameren) after the part highlighted by 539 

Mr. Schonhoff (see Ameren Ex. 5.4 at 2), the Manual discusses the idea of 540 

“simulating load profiles for various classes of equipment on the distribution 541 

system” which “provides information on the nature of load diversity between the 542 

customer and the substation, and its effect on equipment cost.” (NARUC Manual 543 

at 98.) According to the Manual, this technique “represents the peak load for 544 

each type of distribution equipment.” Id. at 98. The NARUC Cost Allocation 545 

Manual describes the concept of “equipment peak” as follows: 546 
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 The concept of peak load or “equipment peak” for 547 
each piece of distribution equipment can be 548 
understood by considering line transformers. If a 549 
given transformer’s loading for each hour of a month 550 
can be calculated, a transformer load curve can be 551 
developed. By knowing the types of customers 552 
connected to each load management transformer, a 553 
simulated transformer load profile curve can be 554 
developed for the system. This can provide each 555 
customer’s class demand at the time of the 556 
transformer’s peak load. Similarly, an equipment peak 557 
can be defined for equipment at each level of the 558 
distribution system. . . . This method should reflect 559 
different load diversities among customers at each 560 
level of the distribution system. 561 

   562 
 Id. While computing coincident peak at the level of each piece of equipment, as 563 

suggested above, would resolve much of the debate regarding NCP versus CP, it 564 

is not realistic to expect AIC to perform such an analysis. 565 

 566 

Q. What does the above-cited paragraph mean with respect to using NCP as 567 

an indicator of cost causation? 568 

A. In my opinion, the above paragraph demonstrates the fallacies in using system 569 

wide NCP as an indicator for cost causation. The load duration curve for a piece 570 

of equipment is computed through sorting loads faced by primary feeders and 571 

substations from the lowest levels to the highest levels. Ratepayers who do not 572 

use electricity equipment during the peak load period should not be assigned 573 

costs of the equipment. The benefits of the equipment to ratepayers who do not 574 

use the equipment during peak periods are zero cost by-products of having the 575 

equipment available at peak periods. Using system-wide NCP as AIC proposes 576 

to simulate usage on individual elements of equipment would suggest that 577 
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diversity in electric energy used by a substation to power an outdoor ice rink in 578 

area A in the winter could offset a swimming pool that is drawing power from a 579 

substation in area B in the summer. This is completely contrary to the idea that 580 

costs are derived using equipment peaks described in the NARUC Manual. 581 

 582 

 What’s more, the NARUC Manual has a couple of different definitions of NCP. At 583 

one point, NCP is defined as “…for a particular customer class … the increase in 584 

peak demand on the distribution system due to a 1 kW increase in the maximum 585 

demand of the class. The peak demand on the distribution system is referred to 586 

as the non-coincident peak demand.” Id. at 142. This definition, which focuses on 587 

how an increase in the peak load of a customer class effects distribution 588 

equipment, is consistent with the earlier discussion involving equipment peaks 589 

and regional coincident peak loads. The definition is completely inconsistent with 590 

the computation of system-wide class load applied by AIC. The definition used by 591 

AIC is driven by within-class diversity but which has nothing to do with measuring 592 

load on elements of the distribution system. 593 

 594 

Q. Please summarize the problems you have identified with using NCP to 595 

allocate primary lines and substation costs?  596 

A. The manner in which AIC applies NCP has nothing to do with cost causation; it 597 

inequitably lowers the cost of service for large diverse business customer 598 

classes; it is derived from artificial load diversity that has nothing to do with 599 
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efficient usage; and it creates illogical results whereby the classification of a 600 

customer class changes cost of service.  601 

 602 

 Also, differences between NCP and CP arise from class diversity that does not 603 

affect cost causation and have nothing to do with regional loads. Differences 604 

between NCP and CP due to measurement from applying sampling create 605 

biases and render NCP less accurate than CP. Given the limited data, the only 606 

reasonable approach is to apply CP in cost allocation of primary distribution. 607 

 608 

Q. Does this complete your rebuttal testimony? 609 

A. Yes, it does. 610 


